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The X-33/VentureStar has a Thermal Protection System (TPS) consisting mainly of brazed
metallic honeycomb sandwich structures. Inspection of these structures is challenging as a result
of the extremely thin (less than 200/_m) skins, the small critical defect size (less than 2 mm long
by 100 _ wide) and the large number (more than 1000) ofparts to be inspected.
Pulsed Infrared Thermography has been detern_ed to be the most appropriate hlspecfion method
for mam_cturing inspection based on performance comparison with other methods, cost,
schedule and other factors. The results of the assessment of the different methods will be
summarized and data on the performance of_e final production inspection system will be given.
F'mke difference thermal methods have been used to model the whole inspection process. Details
of correlation between the models and experimemal data will be given and data on the use of
pulsedinfraredthermographyon othermetallic honeycomb sandwichstructures will be given.
Thiswork was supportedinpartunderNASA CooperativeAgreement NCC$-115 and Lockheed
CorporationRecipientTeam Member CooperativeAgreement 96.RHR-0001.
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